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During our Village seva across Maharashtra, we have surveyed and found out 

that manyVillage youth are not interested in Agriculture as before and after doing 

schooling in their villages and nearby they were interested more in getting skill 

trained and go for jobs. But locally such facilities were not available. Those 

offering them in the nearby towns were only training and issuing certificates but 

not helping to get jobs as such. And accommodation over there also became a 

challenge.  

 

During our Village Seva also they were constantly pursuing with us for some 

opening in Industrial and corporate sector for jobs. In the interactions we 

observed that though they were not formally educated much, their aptitude to 

learn and basic IQ were reasonably ok and they could pick up any skill if taught 

properly. Alongside we also observed that the need for skilled workers is 

phenomenal in the cities and nearby towns but enough supply is not there. We 

noted the gap and decided to do something here by which the village youth 

would be hugely benefited.  Even they could set up welding shops, work as 

electrician and fridge repair; water motor pump repair etc .Self employment 

potential also is huge.  

So we set that as the objective and built a model around it to address the gap . 

 

To achieve the objective, we had two choices before us. One is to set up 

Vocational training centre ourselves under the Sai Organization’s banner with 

teaching resource persons, other infra and run it with hostel facility. The 

accommodation is a must as the village youth would come from interior mofussil 

areas of Maharashtra and cannot afford to stay outside in paid accommodation 



and attend as day scholars. Anyway there are many NGOs running the Vocational 

training as day scholar model and issuing certificates .But getting them 

employment after the course is the main issue. So it became very clear that in case 

we want to help the village youth to come up with skill training and build a 

career, we need to set up a centre for vocational training with accommodation 

and also job oriented.  

Or  

tie up with the institutions who already established Vocational training centres 

and not getting adequate trainees due to their lack of footprint in the 

communities that have the eligible candidates. We did a survey of such 

institutions of repute and identified their dire need for eligible candidates. Don 

bosco, ICICI Academy and Tata Strive in three locations were identified. We have 

excellent footprint in the hinterland through our Sai Samithis and that network 

was enough to contact the needy village youth and mobilize them to get trained 

by these institutions.  

 

Of the two above, we chose the latter as it was more doable and practical rather 

than exhausting our limited admin bandwidth in Sai centres to achieve the same 

objective. Thus our Vocational training through the selected institutions started in 

2014.  

 

We conducted sort of Road shows with the pictures and videos of what the 

Vocational training is all about and the trades in which the training is given. We 

set up a team at Mumbai to coordinate with our Sai Samithis and the villages in 

their command areas who would filter the candidates based on the basic criteria 

of the institutions and test their aptitude and background etc and move them to 

these Institutions by handholding till the training is completed. We keep visiting 

our Sai students over there once the training starts and meet them and counsel 

them in between. By divine grace, most of them got employment or self employed. 

 



Along the way, over the past five years we faced many challenges as the village 

youth mobilized are new to this Work culture itself and the regimental lifestyle in 

institutions were a sort of culture shock for them. Some would just drop out, run 

away in the middle. Some would feel like leaving the job immediately etc. We 

constantly counseled with Mahila coordinators deployed for that and this drop 

out drastically came down.  Then came another challenge. One of the institutions 

stopped the program and as we anticipated such a risk and already de-risked by 

having tie up with other institutions, we moved the students there. Then came 

another challenge. ICICI stopped the hostel facility due to some local issues. And 

we moved the students to the nearby private accommodation as per our Plan B 

which was easy to organize as it was in a small place called Narsobawadi and the 

cost was manageably smaller. Readily sponsored by our team. 

    

The total number of youth total number of youth total number of youth total number of youth trainedtrainedtrainedtrained    and most got placed so far is and most got placed so far is and most got placed so far is and most got placed so far is 840840840840till November 

2019 and more are in pipeline yet to join.  

The main trade they are trained in are Welding, Electrical and Home appliances 

repair, AC and Fridge mechanic, Pump and Motor repair, Office Assistants etc. 

However if the candidates have completed degree locally in nearby towns, then 

we get them mostly trained in office related jobs and many get in Banks also as 

per the pics attached at the end.  

 

The entire batches of ICICI get placement offers at the end of the course from big 

companies like Haier ,Kirloskar , Godrej and Videocon etc. All these candidates 

settle well in life later. Our counselling team is in touch with them to handhold 

initially. We insist on remitting at least Rs. 100 0 everymonth to their parents 

back in village. Many do it and inform us. That is the most fulfilling moment for 

all Sevadal involved in it. Rarely some mothers also speak to us thanking us for 

the unbelievable upliftment of their lifestyle as their boys are working and 

sending money back home. We tell that it’s possible because of the grace of our 

SWAMI and they should thank Him only. And move on.  



 

Then we focused on girl candidates. Found that ICICI Nagpur centre trains 

exclusively girls only. We went there. Had a detailed talk and understood the 

nitty gritty issues in running a model like that only for girls. We started 

mobilizing girls there though they are not many in number due to conservative 

village families not accepting the same in a big way.  

 

Of late we are sending the Youth only to ICICI and Tata Strive as the placements 

are much better.  

 

Now due to the recent floods, ICICI might shift the centre to another location 

from Narshobhawadi which was nearly submerged due to the incessant rains and 

the nearby river. But they are too happy with Sai Boys and want more of them to 

train.  Our local Coordinator there Mr SampathWaghate is coordinating with 

them. 

 

What touches our hearts most is by His divine grace, all these boys get job offer 

even before the course is completed.  

 

Now we plan to move lots of boys from Nashik sector to Tata Strive vocational 

training centre in Airoli Navi Mumbai by fixing accommodation in our Sai Prem 

Centre if possible or nearby cheaper accommodation points.  

 

Very soon we shall be crossing 1000 Village youth completing Vocational 

training through our Sai organization and most getting gainfully employed.  

We dedicate this little effort at the Lotus Feet of our Swami with all humility and 

reverence. 

 

The inspiring pictures including a pic of one of the batches in ICICI Narsobhwadi 

passed out and got 100% placement attached herewith. 



 

Jai SairamJai SairamJai SairamJai Sairam    

R. Chandrashekar 

In Charge –Vocational Training, SSSO, Dharmakshetra 

 

 
At ICICI Narsobhawadirecently . All these Sai Boys got job offer in campus  

 

Our Village youth training as Welders Electricals and AC mechanics 



 

The village youth trained vocationally visiting Dharmakshetra 

Success stories below  

Few Success stories .. 

1.  2.  

1.MrTusharChavan 

Post Village Vishi Tk Mahekar 

Buldhana Dist Maharashtra 

Job after training at Kotak Mahindra bank Swargate Pune 

As Asst Manager  Package 2.13 lacs p,.a 

2. Dinkar S. Chavan  Also from same location  

Kotak Mahendra Bank Kumthekarbr 



3.  4.  

3. Mr. Amol M Kaulapure , Belanki village Dist Sangli Mah. Trained and now 

working as Asst Teacher in Belanki school  

4. Mr. Rahul Lokhande , Village near Nashik after training in Don bosco 

employed there only as instructor . He started sending entire salary except a little 

for his exp to his mother. Now looking for setting up own welding shop  

Letter from a student  

 

 Jai Sairam   R. Chandrashekar   Coordinator Vocational Training Dharmakshetra 


